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NEW at FERKINGHOFF

MPC AR10/15 Trigger  3lb & 4lb

The Marksman Performance Choice Trigger is a drop-in trigger desig-
ned to improve your finger’s position on the trigger.  
Each trigger shoe is 9,5mm wide vs. the standard 6,3mm width of 
a standard trigger giving it a greater tactile feel. It’s compatible with 
the AR platform and together with our MPC Series’ Sentinel Trigger 
Guard an unbeatable combination that performs like no other.

Sentinel Trigger Guard Solid

Manufactured from Billet 6061 T6 aluminum and then anodized  
for the appropriate color. The Sentinel design allows shooters a strong 
trigger guard with more room, especially when wearing gloves.

MPC Trigger Shoes 

Machined in 3 shapes: curved, straight or straight with finger stop. 
Each shape is available with a radius or flat with serrations. The trig-
ger shoes also come in 5 color options: anodized red, black and pink 
or cerakoted Flat Dark Earth and OD Green.

Classic AR10/15 Trigger  3lb, 4lb & 4.5lb

Single Stage trigger compatible with .22, .223/5.56mm, .30 cal and 
3lb, 4lb, 4.5lb Pull Weight.  
Complete Drop-in Assembly with a nice, crisp, clean feel. The highly 
effective combination of a low coefficient of friction and high micro-
hardness. A high quality AR-15 trigger that makes your AR feel like a 
bolt action rifle.

Velocity Triggers is based in Phoenix, AZ. Tom Vehr, owner and operator, has over 30 years of experience designing, manufacturing, 
and assembling triggers. Tom spent 14 years at Timney Triggers running all aspects of production including design, set-up, tooling, 
testing, and scheduling. In 1995 Knight Rifles hired Tom to direct their trigger manufacturing. Over the course of 13 years at Knight 
Rifles, Tom produced close to 500,000 trigger assemblies as well as other parts. In 2008 Tom started Vehr Manufacturing, parent 
company to Velocity Triggers. 

Benefits of Velocity Triggers 
+ 30 years of experience designing, manufacturing, and assembling triggers
+ Aluminum alloy from the aerospace industry
+ No thermal expansion due to spark erosion
+ Special microcrystalline carbon coating (Diamond Like Coating, DLC) for maximum  
   hardness and wear resistance with optimum lubricity  
= always consistent trigger behavior and glass-like triggering comparable to top precision triggers


